COMPANY BOX #1
400 AMPS, 3 WIRE @ +7'-0"

CROSSOVER CORRIDOR
BALCONY
10'-0" CLEARANCE BELOW
FLY FLOOR
10'-0" CLEARANCE BELOW

CL
EDGE OF STAGE
TORM SLOT
EXTREME SIGHTLINE

SOUND CLOSET
LOCATED BELOW STAIRS.

COMPANY BOX #2
200 AMPS, 3 WIRE @ +6'-3"

GRAND DRAPE +0'-0"
-DEAD HUNG-
ACT CURTAIN +1'-6"
-DEAD HUNG-

LINESET #33 +39'-10"
LINESET #32 +39'-0"
LINESET #31 +38'-3"
LINESET #30 +37'-5"
LINESET #29 +36'-7"
LINESET #28 +36'-0"
LINESET #27 +34'-11"
LINESET #26 +34'-1"
LINESET #25 +33'-5"
LINESET #24 +32'-6"
LINESET #23 +31'-9"
LINESET #22 +31'-2"
LINESET #21 +30'-4"
LINESET #20 +29'-5"
LINESET #19 +28'-9"
LINESET #18 +26'-9"
3rd ELECTRIC +25'-3"
LINESET #17 +24'-8"
LINESET #16 +23'-0"
LINESET #15 +22'-0"
LINESET #14 +21'-5"
LINESET #13 +20'-5"
LINESET #12 +19'-9"
LINESET #11 +18'-10"
LINESET #10 +17'-9"
2nd ELECTRIC +16'-7"
LINESET #9 +15'-4"
LINESET #8 +13'-5"
LINESET #7 +12'-8"
LINESET #6 +11'-9"
LINESET #5 +11'-0"
LINESET #4A +10'-8"
LINESET #4 +8'-11"
LINESET #3A +8'-0"
1st ELECTRIC +4'-11"
LINESET #3 +3'-10"
LINESET #2 +3'-2"
LINESET #1 +2'-6"